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AN APPROACH IN FAST IC DEVELOPMENT

FOR DIGITAL VIDEO PROCESSING BASED ON FPGA-S

Nikola Tesli�c, Vladimir, Kova�cevi�c

and Miodrag Temerinac

Abstract. This paper presents environment for fast development of in-
tegrated circuits for digital video processing based on FPGAs (Field Pro-
grammable Array Circuits). The environment which is described provides
fully digital signal processing of a television picture in real-time. Principles
are described through the example of an integrated circuit for a scan rate
conversion design.
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1. Introduction

A new approach is introduced in an integrated circuit design for digital
video processing. In the past, there was a principle that an IC design starts
after C simulation (without a real time test). The new approach is based
on new large FPGAs that enable implementation of a complex algorithm
with a high clock frequency. Hardware Description Languages Verilog and
VHDL [20], [21], [22] are used as a tool for the design. The output in this
approach is an HDL circuit description. In the earlier design methodologies
this belonged to an IC design stage. Both design methodologies basic prin-
ciples are presented in Fig.1. As seen in Fig. 1. real time test can be done
after the whole IC design in the �rst approach. From the IC design there
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is a feedback to all parts in the design from the real time. In a C simula-
tion, many situations in the real environment can be tested. However, this
process is time consuming and unfortunately, the possibility to predict all
potential test combinations is very small. Based on modern FPGAs and the
appropriate tools, the design of a complex IC and all real time tests can be
performed on a model in FPGA.

Fig. 1. Di�erence in design methodologies

From this stage in an IC design,there is a feedback to the design spec-
i�cation. This phase also gives direction what additional tests have to be
done in the C. As the output from this phase, there is an IC HDL description
which is an input to the IC design on the gate level. Based on this approach,
a fast error detection is possible. Thanks to that, we can quickly change an
HDL code, recompile and download the new design version into FPGA. This
approach speeds up the process of the IC design and lowers its costs (the
number of IC redesigns is reduced). Tools that provide direct translation of
the HDL code into the IC layer mask exist on the market. This can also be
very interesting for customers.

Most commercially-available FPGA devices feature architectures well-
suited for implementing the logic functions needed for bus interfaces and
similar control logic, such as state machines, decoders, counters, and multi-
plexers. The latest generations of high-density FPGAs, such as the Xilinx
XC4000 [25] or Altera FLEX10K series , allow memory, as well as logic
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functions to be integrated within an FPGA device. This on-chip memory
capability facilitates the implementation of common bus interface functions
such as con�guration register �les and FIFO bu�ers. Video systems are
based on architectures that employ multiple heterogeneous processing sub-
systems interconnected and controlled using a custom data path and control
logic. This custom logic is eÆciently implemented in FPGAs.

A similar approach in testing an video algorithm in FPGA was proposed
by Aitzola et al. [27], with the basic di�erence concerning the splitting of
the processing in two or more FPGAs and main objective which was to
check the algorithm in real time. Andreson et al. [26], use FPGA arrays for
real time image segmentation algorithm testing. Basic di�erence between
previously mentioned and the proposed approach is in the restriction of the
two above exclusively on algorithm proving, while in the new approach the
FPGA implementation is one step on way to the �nal IC.

Fig. 2. 10K100ARC240-2 target device

2. Function of the Developed IC

The main purpose of this project is the development of an integrated
circuit for a high quality TV video signal, which is based on an FPGA (Field
Programming Gate Array). This Integrated Circuit should provide the fol-
lowing possibilities: an improvement of the dynamic character of a video
signal (SRC - Scan Rate Conversion) [1], [7], [8], a noise reduction feature
and a capability of vertical expansion (ZOOM). Besides that, the important
capability is the frame rate doubling, from 50Hz up to 100Hz [12], [13]. The
requirement is that Verilog HDL (Hardware Description Language) [18], [19]
is used for the development. Additional requirement is the use of ALTERA
FLEX 10K100ARC240-2 as a target project device (Fig. 2.). ALTERA
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MAX+plus II version 8.3 is used as a project's development environment.

Functions implemented in this integrated circuit provide digital process-
ing. Therefore, the developed integrated circuit is a circuit for a real-time
digital video processing. The input digital video signal is YUV4:1:1 video
format and its rate is 50 �elds per second (50 half-pictures). The quality of
output signal is upgraded. Its rate is 100 �elds per second (100 half-pictures
per second). The quality improvement is accomplished by the following func-
tional blocks: Noise reduction (NR) - a �lter, based on a picture singularities
elimination. It is based on a motion detection. If fast motion is detected in
the picture, the previous picture content is forwarded out. Missing pictures
interpolation. The major function of this integrated circuit is frame rate dou-
bling, which is used for the picture displaying on a monitor. It is necessary
to produce a double number of received pictures, which will be displayed
on a monitor. The interpolation results from this problem de�nition. If the
mathematical model of the system is analysed, it is obvious that when the
concept of picture transfer with two �elds, one with odd lines and the other
with even lines is used, the Niquist criteria is not satis�ed. In other words,
the sampling rate theorem is not ful�lled. In the case when interlacing is
used, the bandwidth of a video signal is greater than the sampling frequency.

Fig. 3. Development test bench

From the above conclusion it is obvious that it is not possible to create
an ideal inverse transformation, or to simplify, it is not possible to generate
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missing pixels and create the whole picture. Until now, there are several pro-
posed techniques of interpolation which can be partitioned into two classes.
The �rst class encloses techniques based on spatial, temporal or temporal-
spatial interpolation without a motion detection (these solutions require very
complex hardware structures). The algorithm used in this solution, is based
on a combination of three tap median �lter and a lowpass �lter. The median
�lter is a spatial-temporal �lter that uses two pixels from one picture and one
pixel from the previous picture. A lowpass �lter, uses two neighboring pixels
from only one picture. These two solutions are not combined as a nonlinear
system. In other words, the multiplexer is not used. Instead, linear method
is applied, which is also used to eliminate singular errors. Vertical expansion
of output picture. One of requirements is a capability of vertical expansion.
It means that when the video signal is in movie mode (large black areas are
present in a picture above and below the useful picture content), a possibility
to expand the output picture to the whole screen must exist.

3. The Basic Principles and Test Environment

The basic principles used in this project methodology are illustrated in
Fig. 3. In front of digital signal processing the IC for video signal digital-
ization must exist. It provides data and clock signals to FPGA where the
whole processing is realized. At the chain end there is the IC for convert-
ing digital signal back to analog domain which goes directly to the tube.
The development test bench consists of three parts: board with VPC 3215C
chip (FRONT END), board with ALTERA FLEX 10K100ARC240-2 chip,
board with DDP 3310B chip (BACK END). The boards are connected to
the system for the receiving picture, its A/D conversions, digital picture pro-
cessing, D/A conversion and transmitting picture to the TV receiver. Each
integrated circuit can be con�gured through I2C interface.

3.1 Digital video processing requirements

The following features characterize digital video processing

� High data rate ( 27 MHz)

� Constant data ow without possibilities of storing data for delayed pro-
cessing

� Large amount of data for storage (for bu�ering on frame or �eld)

The format of a digital video signal is given in Fig. 4. Vertical syn-
chronization (VS) signal marks �eld beginning: its frequency is the �eld
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Fig. 4. Timing of typical signals used in digital video processing

frequency (in the case of a television signal at 50 Hz, its cycle is 20 ms,
while for a television signal at 100 Hz, its cycle is 10 ms). Active video data
(AV) signal signi�es valid data on data lines (Y and C). This signal is line
organized. Video data are transmitted from the left to the right and from
up to down. Signal INTERLC determines which �eld is present (�eld A for
even lines and �eld B for odd lines).

3.2 Typical digital video processing elements

and the FPGA Implementation

Typical applications in digital video processing are various �lterings.
There are three typical kinds of �ltering [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]: Spatial, Temporal
and Spatial-Temporal.

Spatial video signal �ltering is based on getting pixels around the
position currently processed and passing them through some mathematical
functions. This is illustrated in Fig. 5a.

Implementation of this processing requests the following resources inside
the FPGA: line memories used for the line delay and registers for the taps.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5. If the window height is H, H-1 line memories are
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a) b)

Fig. 5. a) Spatial �lter structure
b) Line memory and register structure

required. One of the basic requirements for the line memory is that it has to
provide simultaneous read and write cycles for individual memory locations.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Line memory block diagram and input/output

The existence of only one clock CLK makes solving the problem more
diÆcult, i.e. the FPGA cannot operate at 2xCLK (in VFBX and SPRG
applications it is 54 MHz). This is resolved by using a structure with twice
longer memory word length (for luminance signal �ltering Y[7:0] -8 bits,
memory width is 16 bits). In one cycle two 8 bits locations are read, and in
the next cycle the same two locations are written.

Output data from the line memories LM0 and LM1 have to be aligned
so that it may be passed through the registers, as shown in Fig. 5b. From
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this point all necessary data for �ltering are available.

Temporal �ltering is more complex regarding the fact that data from
the current �eld, but also data from temporal preceding �elds, �gure in the
�lter function. Temporal �ltering is illustrated in Fig. 7. Filtering window
is placed among �elds.

Fig. 7. Temporal �lter structure

The implementation requires memories to provide �elds delay. Since
�eld storage requires 2488320 bits, which is much more than available in
today's commercially present FPGAs, memories are implemented as external
ones. The �eld memory implementation is shown in Fig. 10.

a) b)
Fig. 8. a) Spatial-Temporal �lter structure

b) Memory resources for the spatial-temporal �lter implementation
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Spatial-Temporal �lters are the combinations of temporal and spa-
tial �lters, while the �ltering window is three-dimensional, as illustrated in
Fig. 8. The resources required for the spatial-temporal �lter synthesis are
determined by parameters D, W and H. Parameter D de�nes the number
of required �eld bu�ers. The number of line memories is de�ned by the
number of �elds (D) and the number of lines (H) �guring in the �lter. The
number of registers for spatial-temporal �lter is de�ned by NoReg=DxHx(W-
1). Resources necessary for the spatial-temporal �lter implementation are
illustrated in Fig. 10.

4. Test Procedures

An input for the design phase is the algorithm described in one of the
high level programming languages (in our case C++) [23], [24] or the mathe-
matical description of the algorithm. After the integrated circuit description
in HDL is completed, testing procedures are launched.

Functional simulation (�rst phase), checks whether the mathematical
model implemented in HDL is equivalent to the target model (in C++ or in
equations form). Dedicated procedures which provide test �les creation were
developed in this phase. In the test vector �les, input and output signals for
blocks implemented inside the IC are de�ned. One of the major problems,
in those procedures, is the delay caused by the pipelined structure. This
delay is not present in the software algorithm description. This phase cleans
errors concerning the implementation of arithmetic in the hardware, types of
used data and synchronization errors due to the pipelining structure. Slow
simulator reduces the amount of data that can be simulated in a reasonable
time to only few �rst lines.

Fig. 9. The percentage of error detection in each phase
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The second phase is time simulation. Based on information on the
implementation inside the array (Placing & Routing), the FPGA software
forms internodes delaying data. Based on this information it is possible to
simulate real integrated circuits (its FPGA implementation). In this phase,
delays between critical nodes are tested i.e., whether the pipeline is correctly
dimensioned. Here it is checked if processing in pipelining stages satis�es
setup and hold time according to prede�ned working frequency.

The third phase is emulation. Due to ineÆciency of the simulator, it
was totally unacceptable to simulate processing of one whole �eld (not even
think of �eld sequence). The integrated circuit environment emulator of the
designed IC was made to resolve this problem. One side of the emulator is
connected to Personal Computer through the LPT port, which is used as
the control block, and the other side is connected to all input and output
tested circuit lines. The emulator controlled through the PC enables easy
creation of control and data signals which drive the FPGA. Comparing the
output from the FPGA and the output from the software discovered the
errors. This test environment provides fast checking on long test sequences
(composed of few �elds). During tests, edge errors are discovered on the
emulator, i.e. errors between two �elds.

The fourth phase is real time testing. For tests in real time environment
MICRONAS INTERMETALL has developed an IMAS platform.

The board for video signal digitalization based on VPC [15] IC followed
by FPGA ALTERA 10K100 [17] is on the input and the board for digital
video stream conversion into VGA signal is at the end. This board is based
on DDPB [16] IC. IMAS platform is shown in Fig. 3.

Operation of the integrated circuit in real time conditions is tested in
this phase. Only errors on the interface and electrical adaptation are de-
tected. As a result, real time test environment that enables performing of
algorithm tests on real input sequences is formed. The statistics of error
detection in each phase is shown in Fig. 9.

5. The Advantages of a new IC Design Fashion

The old fashion design strategy of integrated circuits for digital video
processing is based on o�-line software tests. If they satisfy criteria laid down
in front of them, the integrated circuit design starts. After manufacturing an
IC, it was possible to approach to the real time test (Fig. 1. upper branch).

Based on the FPGA concept it is possible to have real time test envi-
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ronment in a much shorter time and detect a number of algorithmic errors
(Fig. 1. lower branch).

This approach has the following advantages:

Time to real time tests - HDL code generation, compilation and
downloading is much faster than the IC-design, thereby time to real time
tests is much shorter in the FPGA approach. Changes inside the FPGA are
also much faster than IC redesign.

Fast feedback to algorithm de�nition - system designers receive
feedback information from the real time test faster than in the earlier con-
cept.

The job is not doubled - output from this phase is an integrated
circuit HDL description with all synchronization problems solved. This code
is immediate input to gate level design.

Price performance - the FPGA based solution can be realized by a
smaller expert team (design of a complex IC 100000 gates in the FPGA
requires a team of 5 engineers, but for an IC design, a team of 100 engineers
and other sta� is needed).

Time to market - Nowadays, the FPGA manufacturers o�er service
of writing RAM mask into ROM, providing fast and cheap ASIC design.
This concept reduces time and price from the idea to the moment when the
integrated circuit is available on the market.
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